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Can Dynamic Knowledge-Sharing Activities Be
Mirrored From the Static Online Social Network

in Yahoo! Answers and How to Improve
Its Quality of Service?

Haiying Shen, Senior Member, IEEE, and Guangyan Wang

Abstract—Yahoo! Answers is an online platform where users
can post questions and answer other users’ questions. Our pre-
vious work studied the online social network (OSN) of Yahoo!
Answers by analyzing information from the profiles (including
fans, contacts, and interests) of top contributors and their related
users. Rather than using the static profile information from the
top-contributor-centered dataset, in this paper, we particularly
analyze the actual questioning and answering (Q/A) behaviors
of normal users. We build a Q/A network that unidirectionally
connects each asker to his/her answerers. We analyze the struc-
tural characteristics of the Q/A network, user Q/A activities,
and knowledge base of all users. In addition to the observa-
tions similar to our previous study, which indicates that the
OSN of Yahoo! Answers can reflect user Q/A activities to a
certain extent, we additionally observe that: 1) a large portion
of users only ask questions without answering others’ ques-
tions; 2) users are active in more knowledge categories than
those indicated in their profiles; and 3) the knowledge categories
of the top-contributor-related users cannot represent those of
normal users. Finally, we analyze the characteristics of ques-
tions and answers in different knowledge categories. This paper
not only provides an understanding of actual Q/A activities
of users but also showcases the aspects of Q/A activities that
the OSN of Yahoo! Answers can and cannot accurately reflect.
Based on the insights gained from this paper, we propose a
few methods to help improve the quality of service of Yahoo!
Answers.

Index Terms—Knowledge sharing, Question and Answer
(Q&A) systems, Yahoo! Answers.

I. INTRODUCTION

WEB search engines enable keyword-based search for
information retrieval. They extract related information

from large datasets and rank them by relevancy. Web search
engines are suitable for information retrieval in enormous
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existing datasets on the Internet, but are not effective for
nonfactual questions that do not have definite answers [1].
Also, they only return information for certain keywords, which
would involve tedious work for a user to find what is truly
needed. For example, if a basketball fan wants to know the
Los Angeles Lakers roster when the Boston Celtics got their
“big three,” he may enter “lakers roster celtics big three” into
the search engine, but can hardly find any useful information
in the returned results.

Question and Answer (Q&A) systems such as Yahoo!
Answers play a vital role in filling the gap of answering non-
factual questions and questions that are not easily searched
by keywords in search engines [2]. These Q&A systems pro-
vide a platform where users can post questions and answer
other users’ questions. Users ask full questions instead of
entering keywords, and the questions are answered by other
users instead of by searching in the database. In this way,
questions are better explained and better understood, since
people are most capable in parsing and interpreting questions.
Different people have different knowledge bases and their
collective intelligence is comprehensive enough to provide
answers to reasonable questions. Yahoo! Answers categorizes
all questions into 26 general knowledge categories, with each
general category consisting of a number of detailed knowl-
edge categories. Leveraging the collective intelligence of their
users, Q&A systems have become a favorable alternative to
Web search engines. However, Q&A systems suffer from
some major shortcomings such as long latency to receive
answers, no answers for a question, and low trustworthi-
ness of answers (e.g., spam). Understanding the questioning
and answering (Q/A) activities of users is essential toward
improving the performance of Q&A systems.

The motivation of this paper is to see if the dynamic
Q/A activities can be reflected by the static online social
network (OSN) in Yahoo! Answers (formed only by top con-
tributors and their related users). If yes, instead of collecting
and analyzing a huge amount of Q/A activity data during a
long time, people only need to analyze the partial existing OSN
in Yahoo! Answers to learn the actual or predict the future Q/A
activities, which makes the formidable task much easier and
faster. We present the details of our motivation below.

Yahoo! Answers incorporates an OSN, in which user A
can connect to user B if A wants to subscribe to every
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answer and question from B. This knowledge-oriented OSN
is a unidirectional network in that users can follow who-
ever they want without the confirmation from the one to be
followed. Our previous work [3], [4] studied the OSN of
Yahoo! Answers through user profile dataset that is collected
by starting from the 4000 top answer contributors and fol-
lowing their OSN links to all the reachable users. With this
top-contributor-centered OSN dataset, we have obtained the
following findings: 1) the OSN of Yahoo! Answers has very
low-level link symmetry with weak correlation between inde-
gree and outdegree; 2) 10% of users contribute to 80% of the
best answers and 70% of all the answers; 3) there exists a pos-
itive linear relationship between the number of answers and
the number of best answers of a user; and 4) the knowledge
categories interested by users are highly clustered. This previ-
ous work is the first to extensively study the OSN of Yahoo!
Answers, which can help developers understand the nature
and impact of collective intelligence in the OSN of Yahoo!
Answers.

However, all users involved in our previous study have
direct or indirect connections with top contributors in the
OSN of Yahoo! Answers (related nodes of top contributors in
short). This portion of users excludes those who use Yahoo!
Answers only as a platform for Q/A activities rather than a
social platform. Thus, our previous top-contributor-centered
dataset may not represent the overall user Q/A behaviors in
Yahoo! Answers. Also, our previous study extracted infor-
mation from user profiles, which may not comprehensively
or accurately reflect users’ actual activities (e.g., user may
not indicate all the knowledge categories they are inter-
ested in or keep them updated). Further, our previous study
assumes that the static OSN relationship reflects their actual
Q/A interactions, which may not be true. In this paper, we
intend to investigate the following: 1) the actual Q/A activi-
ties of users in Yahoo! Answers and 2) whether the OSN of
Yahoo! Answers reflects user actual Q/A activities; that is,
whether the actual user Q/A activities in Yahoo! Answers
follow our previous observations from the OSN of Yahoo!
Answers.

Based on our crawled dataset of actual Q/A activities of
users from Yahoo! Answers (i.e., Q/A dataset), we constructed
a Q/A network that unidirectionally connects each asker to
his/her answerers. We define indegree and outdegree of a
node as the node’s number of answers and questions, respec-
tively. We analyze the structural characteristics of the Q/A
network, user Q/A activities, and the knowledge base and
behaviors of all users in our dataset. We also explore the
knowledge distribution and coexistence of different knowledge
categories in each user’s interests and analyze the characteris-
tics of questions and answers in different general knowledge
categories.

After studying the structural properties of the Q/A network,
we found that indegree and outdegree: 1) approximately fol-
low the power-law distribution; 2) have low link symmetry;
and 3) exhibit weak correlation. We also found that Yahoo!
Answers has even lower reciprocity (i.e., bidirectional con-
nection) rate in our Q/A dataset than in our previous OSN
dataset.

By investigating the knowledge base and behaviors of all
users in our dataset, we obtained the following findings: 1) the
majority of best answers and answers are contributed by the
top 10% of users; 2) a large portion of users ask only a
few questions and do not give any answers; 3) there exists
a high correlation between the number of best answers and
the number of all answers of a user; 4) users are involved
(ask or answer questions) in more categories than they indi-
cated on their profiles; 5) the interests of top contributors and
their related users cannot represent those of normal users;
and 6) around 37% of the users provide no answers, in
which 64% are one-time users (i.e., users with only one
question).

This paper on the characteristics of questions and answers
in different knowledge categories led to the following obser-
vations.

1) General knowledge categories with more factual ques-
tions receive fewer answers, while controversial and
opinion-seeking knowledge categories (e.g., Pregnancy
& Parenting, Society & culture, and Sports) receive more
answers.

2) Social Science, Arts & Humanities, Health, and Science
& mathematics are the knowledge categories with most
verbose answers.

3) Politics & Governments is the obvious winner when
it comes to the number of words to describe a
question.

Comparing our observations from actual Q/A activities and our
previous observations from the dataset of the OSN of Yahoo!
Answers [3], [4], we can conclude that the static OSN rela-
tionship can reflect the characteristics of users’ actual Q/A
activities in Yahoo! Answers to a certain extent. Additional
observations can be summarized below: 1) there are a large
portion of users that are one-time knowledge consumers of
the Yahoo! Answers platform; 2) real knowledge categories
of normal users are more scattered than those indicated in
the profiles of top contributors and their related users; and
3) factual questions tend to have fewer answers while contro-
versial and opinion-seeking knowledge categories have more
answers and longer answer lengths. Finally, from our anal-
ysis, we identify the challenges currently faced by Yahoo!
Answers, and suggest several possible methods to improve
the Yahoo! Answers system by leveraging our analytical
results.

This is the first work that reveals whether the static OSN
relationship (formed only by top contributors and their related
users) can mirror the characteristics of users’ actual dynamic
Q/A activities in Yahoo! Answers. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of
related work. Section III introduces background and measure-
ment methodology. Based on the users’ actual Q/A activities,
Section IV presents analytical results of the Q/A network
and Section V presents the analytical results of knowl-
edge distribution and user behaviors, and the features of
different knowledge categories. Section VI presents our sug-
gested methods to improve Yahoo! Answers performance.
Finally, Section VII concludes this paper with remarks on our
future work.
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II. RELATED WORK

This paper is aimed to see if the dynamic Q/A activities can
be reflected by the static OSN in Yahoo! Answers (formed only
by top contributors and their related users). If yes, instead of
collecting and analyzing a huge amount of Q/A activity data
during a long time, people can directly use the partial exist-
ing OSN in Yahoo! Answers to learn the actual or predict the
future Q/A activities for improving the quality of service and
the quality-of-user experience of Q&A systems. The topic of
knowledge-sharing has been widely studied for many years.
In the following, we classify the related work into three cate-
gories for discussion and will indicate the difference between
this paper and the previous works in the end.

A. Q&A Systems

One research study on Q&A systems is about finding the
best answerers for a question. Szpektor et al. [5] proposed a
probabilistic representation of users and their matching ques-
tions. Ji and Wang [6] proposed to rank potential answerers
on their expertise degrees for each question by using a learn-
ing model. Pal et al. [7] proposed a k nearest neighbor-based
aggregation method to compute community scores in online
community Q&A systems, which are used to route questions
to the right set of communities. Zhao and Mei [8] first distin-
guished real questions from ordinary tweets with an automatic
classifier, and then found that the questions on Twitter can
predict the trends of Google queries through a comprehensive
analysis. Qi et al. [9] proposed a probabilistic model to jointly
assess the reliability of potential answerers in order to select
good potential answerers for a question. Wang et al. [10] pro-
posed an analogical reasoning-based approach that takes into
account the relationship between the question and the qual-
ity of the answer to find the best answerer. Dror et al. [11]
addressed recommending questions to appropriate users by
exploiting the content and social signals that users provide reg-
ularly. The works in [12] and [13] have studied utilizing user
expertise in answer ranking. The works in [14]–[16] have ana-
lyzed user activity in community question answering services.
Furlan et al. [17] presented a survey of intelligent question
routing systems.

Many other aspects of Q&A systems also have been
investigated. Chan et al. [18] proposed to automatically
classify the general questions into corresponding topic cate-
gories by using a hierarchical kernelized classification method.
Liu and Nyberg [19] presented an answer ranking approach
for Q&A systems that incorporates both cascade model and
result voting model. Adamic et al. [20] analyzed the fea-
tures of answer contents, and presented a prediction model
to predict whether a particular answer will be chosen as the
best answer. Gardelli and Weber [21] categorized questions
in Yahoo! Answers into “informational” and “conversational.”
They used toolbar data to analyze the relationship between
prequestion behavior and the types of questions a user would
ask. Su et al. [22] used the answer ratings in Yahoo! Answers
to study the quality of human reviewed data on the Internet.
Kim et al. [23] studied the criteria for best answers by analyz-
ing the best answer features in Yahoo! Answers. It improves

answer search by using language models to exploit categories
of questions. Liu et al. [24] analyzed the content, structure and
community-focused features and gave an inclusive predictive
model to predict whether an asker will be satisfied with the
answers. Dearman and Truong [25] explored the reason why
most users choose not to answer a question that they have
browsed by taking a survey on 135 active members of Yahoo!
Answers and showed several reasons such as subject nature
and composition of the question, perception of how the ques-
tioner will receive, interpretation and reaction to their answers,
and suspicion that their answers will be lost in the crowd of
answers. Shtok et al. [26] proposed a method based on natu-
ral language processing to answer unanswered questions using
the repository of solved questions.

B. Knowledge Sharing

Many Q&A systems have been proposed for knowledge
sharing on the Internet. Harper et al. [27] proposed MiMir,
where a question is broadcasted to all users in the sys-
tem. White et al. [28] proposed IM-an-Expert that auto-
matically identifies experts based on information retrieval
techniques and uses instant messaging for real-time dialog.
Horowitz and Kamvar [29] attempt to route the question from
a user to all appropriate users in his/her social community.
Yang and Chen [30] presented a system for supporting inter-
active collaboration in knowledge sharing over a peer-to-peer
network by leveraging OSN. They found that by leverag-
ing social network-based collaboration, it will help people
find relevant content and knowledgeable collaborators who
are willing to share their knowledge with. Wang et al. [31]
introduced a framework that supports the entire pipeline of
interactive knowledge harvesting. Their demo exhibits fact
extraction from ad-hoc corpus creation, via relation specifi-
cation, labeling, and assessment all the way to ready-to-use
RDF exports.

C. General OSN-Based Q/A Systems

Previous research also studied the Q/A systems in general
OSNs. Morris et al. [32] investigated the types of ques-
tions people ask and answer in a general OSN and the
(dis)advantages of using OSN for information seeking in com-
parison with search engines. Teevan et al. [33] studied the
factors that affect the quantity, quality, and speed of responses
for questions through status messages in an OSN. This did
their survey with 282 participants posting variants of the same
question as status message on Facebook to analyze the affect-
ing factors. Yang et al. [34] studied the cultural differences
in people’s question asking behaviors by conducting a sur-
vey among 933 people across four countries, and revealed
that culture is a significant factor in predicting people’s social
Q/A behavior. Richardson and White [35] proposed prediction
models to predict if a question will be answered, the number
of candidate answerers for the question, and if the asker will
be satisfied with the answer. They made prediction during the
life cycle of a question to improve the Q/A process.

Unlike the previous works, this paper focuses on verifying
if the OSN of Yahoo! Answers can reflect the actual user Q/A
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TABLE I
HIGH-LEVEL STATISTICS OF OUR CRAWLED Q/A DATASET

activity. This paper can be leveraged to more effectively utilize
the OSN of Yahoo! Answers, and more synergistically utilize
both the OSN of Yahoo! Answers and Q/A activity information
in Yahoo! Answers performance enhancement.

III. BACKGROUND AND MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

Yahoo! Answers, as a knowledge market, was launched by
Yahoo! on July 5, 2005. It allows users to ask questions and
answer the questions posted by other users. An asker’s posted
question is initially open to be answered for four days. The
asker can choose to close the question after a minimum of
1 h or extend the active time for a period of up to eight days.
A question cannot be answered after the open time period.
After an asker receives answers, it can select the best answer.
If a question has received answers and the open time period
is elapsed but the asker has not selected the best answer, it
is in the in-voting status, and there will be a two days period
for users to vote for the best answer. When the best answer is
selected for a question, this question is resolved.

In a user’s profile, there are two lists of people: 1) fans and
2) contacts. Fans are those who follow this user and contacts
are other users that this user follows. If user A wants to fre-
quently visit or track all questions and answers of user B, A
adds B to his/her contact list by building a link to B. Then,
A becomes B’s fan. These unidirectional links connect nodes
to an OSN in Yahoo! Answers, with each node having OSN
indegree and outdegree. The nodes in a user’s contact list are
its outdegree nodes, and the nodes in a node’s fan list are its
indegree nodes.

An asker needs to pay five points for asking one question.
An answerer receives two points for answering a question and
receives ten points if his/her answer is selected as the best
answer. Points cannot be traded and only serve to indicate how
active a user has been on the Yahoo! Answers website. Users
with many points are recognized as top contributors by the
system. A top contributor is a member of the answerer commu-
nity who is considered knowledgeable in particular knowledge
categories. Based on the point distribution among knowledge
categories of the questions answered by a top contributor, the
system determines up to three knowledge categories that the
top contributor is knowledgeable in.

In this paper, we attempt to investigate the characteristics
of the actual Q/A activities of users in Yahoo! Answers. We
collected the questions from all knowledge categories in a two-
month period from January, 2012 to March, 2012. A question
without any answer was also collected. For each question, we
recorded its general knowledge category, detailed knowledge
category, asker and all answerers of the question. There are a

TABLE II
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO DATASETS

total of 1 667 751 questions, 5 555 920 answers for these ques-
tions, among which 832 202 answers are the best answers. We
call this dataset Q/A dataset. All of our collected questions
are resolved. Table I shows the overall statistics of the Q/A
dataset we crawled.

Our previous work [3], [4] studied the dataset of the OSN
of Yahoo! Answers. There are three major differences between
our newly crawled Q/A dataset and the OSN dataset as listed
in Table II. Our previous study assumes that the static OSN
contact-fan relationship reflects the actual Q/A behaviors and
the interests in a user’s profile reflect his/her real interests.
Also, OSN dataset only covers the top contributors and their
related nodes. Due to these differences, it is important to ana-
lyze the actual Q/A interaction relationship rather than the
static contact-fan relationship in the OSN, to infer users’ more
accurate interests from their Q/A activities, and to study the
group of normal users instead of top-contributor-related users.
Through this paper that more comprehensively and accurately
showcases normal user Q/A activities, we can verify our pre-
vious assumptions and conclusions and also make additional
observations. Further, the study on the general users rather
than the top-contributor-related users can avoid the bias on
the study user group.

IV. ANALYSIS OF Q/A ACTIVITIES

In this section, we construct the Q/A network in Yahoo!
Answers and study its structural characteristics and user Q/A
activities, and compare the results with previous studies on
the OSN of Yahoo! Answers. In the Q/A network (V, E), V
denotes all users in our Q/A dataset and link e ∈ E connects
asker A to user B if user B has answered at least one ques-
tion from A. We define a user’s indegree as the number of
questions answered by the user and define a user’s outdegree
as the number of questions asked by the user. We call them
Q/A indegree and Q/A outdegree in order to distinguish them
from the OSN indegree and outdegree. Note that Q/A inde-
gree and Q/A outdegree are not the indegree and outdegree
of a node in the Q/A network. Q/A indegree and outdegree
reflect not only the number of answers and questions of a
user but also the frequency of the user in asking and answer-
ing questions as the Q/A dataset is for a certain time period,
so they more accurately reflect the active degree of a user’s
Q/A activities compared to the OSN indegree and outdegree.
Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of the Q/A network. We see that links
are highly clustered with a few nodes having many links and
many nodes having few links. The results indicate that a few
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Fig. 1. Snapshot of the Q/A network.

users have many answerers for their questions and a few users
are very active in answering many users’ questions while most
users are inactive in Q/A activities. We see that the Q/A net-
work shares similar structural characteristics with the OSN of
Yahoo! Answers network [4].

A. Reciprocity

As in the general OSN (e.g., Facebook and Twitter), we
use reciprocity to reflect the pairwise bidirectional relationship
between two nodes in our Q/A network. Although reciprocity
in a unidirectional network is known to be much smaller than
general OSNs, it is still a good measure of the social pressure
or personal impulse of users to return the favor to those who
have answered their questions, i.e., to answer back. Empirical
evidence shows that users have the impulse to click on the
answerer’s profile when they saw a satisfactory answer and
they feel obliged to give back an answer to the question from
the answerer. To study this user behavior, we measured the
reciprocity rate defined as the number of reciprocity links
over all links of all users in the Q/A network and compare
it with those in other unidirectional networks. The results are
listed in Table III. In OSNs such as Flickr and Yahoo!360,
real life friends are likely to connect with each other, which
leads to a high percent of bidirectional links and hence high
reciprocity rate. Digg, Yahoo! Answers, and Twitter have com-
paratively low reciprocity rates since they are mainly used for
information sharing, in which users connect to others to share
information. Among the three systems, Digg has a compara-
tively higher reciprocity rate. Although Digg acts like a news
media, the news are “digged” and “buried” by users them-
selves and the users very actively communicate with each
other through making comments on news and comments. Such
communication may lead to an increased impulse for users to
follow and follow back others. On the contrary, Twitter plays
an important role in spreading first-hand news from sources
such as celebrities and social media. Users are more likely to
follow those that they are not acquainted with in real life such
as celebrities, while the celebrities do not follow back in most
of the time. This explains why the reciprocity rate in Twitter
is lower than that in Digg. The reciprocity rate in our Q/A net-
work is only 13%, which is much lower than that of the OSN
of Yahoo! Answers (30.7%). This shows that actual user Q/A
behavior has a much lower link symmetry than the established
contact-fan social relationship, which indicates a significant
lower social pressure on users for answering back to their

TABLE III
RECIPROCITY RATE OF DIFFERENT OSNS

previous answerers. This result conforms to a phenomenon in
the general OSNs, in which user A may build or accept the
friendship establishment with user B but does not have actual
online interactions with B. Therefore, it is important to study
the actual Q/A activities of an unbiased set of normal users. We
see that the reciprocity rate of Twitter lies in the middle ground
between those of the OSN of Yahoo! Answers and Q/A net-
work. Twitter is featured by unidirectional follower–followee
relationships and bidirectional friendships. This result implies
that though some users wish to mutually benefit from each
other in Q/A activities through building OSN connections,
many users actually answer few questions from the answerers
of their questions.

B. Node Q/A Degrees Distribution

The node degree of general OSNs often follows a power-
law distribution, which is indicated by the fact that most nodes
have small degrees while a small portion of nodes have much
larger degrees. This is due to the preferential attachment pro-
cess [40], in which users with more existing connections with
other nodes are more likely to be connected with other nodes.
In our previous study on the OSN of Yahoo! Answers, we
confirmed that the OSN indegree and outdegree approximately
conform to a power-law distribution [41]–[43]. In other words,
the preferential attachment process also exists in the OSN of
Yahoo! Answers. This means that some nodes with high OSN
indegree attract more nodes to connect to them, and some
nodes with high OSN outdegree are easily attracted by more
nodes. In this paper, we expect to determine if this preferential
attachment process also exists in the Q/A activities. That is, if
users that have asked or answered more questions have higher
probability of asking or answering questions.

We draw the complementary cumulative distribution func-
tions (CCDF) of the Q/A indegree and outdegree of each
user in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show that both indegree and
outdegree in the Q/A network approximately conform to the
power-law distribution [41]–[43], which means the existence
of the preferential attachment process in both Q/A activities
of users in Yahoo! Answers. This result means that users who
already answered many questions tend to answer more ques-
tions while users who already asked many questions have a
high probability to ask more questions.

C. Q/A Indegree–Outdegree Correlation

In general OSNs such as YouTube, Flickr, Digg, and Twitter,
high outdegree nodes also tend to have high indegrees. In
fact, top 1% highest outdegree nodes overlap about 58% with
top 1% nodes ranked by the indegree [41]. With the goal
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Fig. 2. CCDF of the number of questions and answers of each user.
(a) Outdegree (number of questions). (b) Indegree (number of answerers).

Fig. 3. Overlap of two node lists ranked by indegree and outdegree.

of studying the correlation between the number of answers
and the number of questions (Q/A indegree and outdegree) of
each user, we generated two ranked lists of users Lin and Lout
by each user’s Q/A indegree and outdegree, respectively. We
use Li and Lj to denote the groups of the top x% of nodes
in the two ranked lists, and define the overlap percent as
(Li ∩ Lj/Li ∪ Lj). Fig. 3 shows the overlap between the top
x% of nodes in Lin and Lout. We see that the top 1% of the
two lists have about 28% overlap, which is very close to the
result of 29% overlap in our previous study on the OSN of
Yahoo! Answers but is much lower compared with that in
general OSNs [3], [4].

This result confirms our previous conclusion from the OSN
of Yahoo! Answers that users asking many questions would
not answer as many questions and users answering many ques-
tions would not ask as many questions. In the OSN of Yahoo!
Answers, active and knowledgeable users would have high
OSN indegrees since many nodes follow them but may not
connect to many nodes, and active learners would have high
outdegrees by connecting to many nodes and may not be con-
nected by many nodes. This is confirmed by our observed
user Q/A activities. Many users ask many questions without
contributing much to answering others’ questions, while many
users answer many questions but ask few questions. Also, the
users in the 28% overlap consider Yahoo! Answers as a forum

Fig. 4. Correlation between indegree and outdegree.

to exchange opinions with others, so that they have as many
questions as answers. We see that in Fig. 3, about top 0.01%
of the two lists reaches a high overlap of 60%, which indicates
that a small portion of the most active users are active in both
answering and asking activity.

These results, to a certain extent, indicate the relationship
between actual Q/A behaviors and contact-fan OSN relation-
ship establishing behaviors in Yahoo! Answers. A user has
high OSN indegree because the user has answered many ques-
tions (i.e., high Q/A indegree). Similarly, a user has high OSN
outdegree because the user likes to learn by asking many ques-
tions (i.e., high Q/A outdegree). User A follows user B mainly
because B has answered A’s questions satisfactorily and A
likes to learn. Therefore, we can say that the OSN relation-
ship establishment is based on the Q/A behaviors in Yahoo!
Answers.

In Fig. 4, we draw the CDF of the outdegree-to-indegree
ratio to explore the relationship between the Q/A indegree and
outdegree of individuals in Yahoo! Answers. In our previous
study, on the OSN of Yahoo! Answers [3], [4], around 71% of
nodes (compared to 56% in general OSNs) have an outdegree-
to-indegree ratio below 0.01 and less than 10% of nodes have
an outdegree-to-indegree ratio around 1. In our Q/A network,
about 60% of users have an outdegree-to-indegree ratio below
0.01. This means that the number of answers received by most
users is relatively low compared to the number of answers
given by the users. We also see that about 20% of nodes have
an outdegree-to-indegree ratio around 1. This means that the
number of answers received by these nodes is similar as the
number of answers given by them and they are not selfish or
selfless nodes. It also explains the above outdegree-to-indegree
ratio results in the OSN of Yahoo! Answers. The OSN rela-
tionship establishing behavior is driven by Q/A behavior. User
A adds B as contact mainly because B has given a satisfying
answer to A. As a user receives fewer answers than its posted
answers, the number of its contacts is smaller than the num-
ber of its fans. Also, the trend in Fig. 4 is very similar to
our previous result of OSN outdegree-to-indegree ratio, which
also indicates that the outdegree-to-indegree ratio in the OSN
of Yahoo! Answers can reflect the actual Q/A activities of
user to a certain extent. The small discrepancy between the
results from the OSN and Q/A network also implies that such
reflection is not very accurate.

D. Summary

The Q/A network of Yahoo! Answers shares similar struc-
tural characteristics with the OSN of Yahoo! Answers. That is,
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Fig. 5. All general knowledge categories in Yahoo! Answers.

some nodes are active and knowledgeable answerers that give
many answers and some nodes are eager learners that ask
many questions, whereas most nodes are inactive. Also, as
the OSN of Yahoo! Answers, our Q/A network shows a low
reciprocity rate. This confirms that user A that has received
an answer from user B does not necessarily answer B’s ques-
tions. However, the Q/A network has the following different
properties from the OSN of Yahoo! Answers and other general
OSNs as follows.

1) Our Q/A network shows a significantly lower level of
link reciprocity than that of the OSN of Yahoo! Answers,
which means that the Q/A activity relationship between
two nodes is more likely to be unidirectional rather than
reciprocal. It implies that user A may build or accept
the fan-contact relationship establishment with user B
but does not have actual Q/A interactions with user B
(Section IV-A).

2) Both of the Q/A indegree and Q/A outdegree distri-
bution of the users have a power-law tail. This can
be attributed to the preferential attach process that
users who have asked or answered more questions have
higher probability of asking or answering new questions.
(Section IV-B).

3) Our Q/A network has an outdegree-to-indegree ratio that
is not very close to that of the OSN of Yahoo! Answers,
which means that though the OSN of Yahoo! Answers
can reflect the actual Q/A activities to a certain extent, it
cannot very accurately reflect it. In fact, the OSN rela-
tionship establishing behavior is driven by Q/A behavior
(Section IV-C).

V. ANALYSIS OF KNOWLEDGE DISTRIBUTION

AND USER BEHAVIOR

Unlike many other friendship-driven OSNs that are cen-
tered on building social relationships, Yahoo! Answers is a
Q&A site that is centered on sharing knowledge. In Yahoo!
Answers, user A connects to other users that are knowledge-
able in the topics that user A is interested in. Actually, social
relationships are build in Yahoo! Answers in order to achieve
better knowledge sharing. As the Q&A OSN is knowledge-
oriented, it is very important to examine the user knowledge
distribution and associated user behaviors. In this section, we
analyze the distribution of user knowledge and associated user
behaviors.

As explained previously, the knowledge in Yahoo! Answers
is organized by general knowledge categories, each of which
is organized by detailed knowledge categories. Fig. 5 shows
a snapshot of the 26 general knowledge categories used in

Fig. 6. Detailed knowledge category list of Arts & Humanities.

Fig. 7. CDF of the best answers and all answers.

Fig. 8. Correlation between best answers and answers.

Yahoo! Answers. Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of the detailed
knowledge categories of the Arts & Humanities general knowl-
edge category. As mentioned, Yahoo! Answers regards the
users that actively provide answers as top contributors. Our
previously studied dataset involves 4000 top contributors
(which constitute 8% of the users in the dataset) and their
directly or indirectly connected users in the OSN. Thus, the
knowledge categories derived from these users’ profiles may
be biased. In this section, we analyze the knowledge distri-
bution and user behaviors based on our dataset consisting of
normal users in the Q/A activities in Yahoo! Answers.

A. User Behavior

First, we study the knowledge distribution by analyzing the
distribution of answers and best answers of all users. In Fig. 7,
we rank all users by the number of their answers and draw the
CDFs of the best answers and all answers versus the user rank
based on the number of answers. Both CDFs approximately
follow a power-law distribution [41]–[43]. Over 80% of all
answers and best answers are given by the top 10% ranked
users. Also, we see that over 80% of users have no more than
one answer and best answer. These results are consistent with
our previous observation from the OSN study that most high-
quality answers are given by a small portion (i.e., 10%) of
users.

Fig. 8 shows the number of all answers versus the num-
ber of best answerers of each user. The Pearson correlation
coefficient between the two numbers is 0.906 here versus the
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Fig. 9. Correlation between the number of questions and the number of
answers of each user.

0.712 coefficient in our previous OSN study. As the number
of answers that a user provides increases, the number of best
answers from the user also increases. This result confirms the
conclusion in our previous OSN study that there is a positive
linear relationship between the number of best answers and the
number of all answers given by each user but shows a stronger
linear relationship. The higher coefficient in the Q/A dataset is
caused by its large portion of users who have not provided any
answers or best answers. This result implies that in the Yahoo!
Answers system where many users do not provide any answer,
if a user provides more answers, more of his/her answers will
be selected as the best answers. Since, the correlation coeffi-
cient is very high, a user’s number of provided answers can be
a factor to be considered in best answer prediction. For exam-
ple, the Yahoo! Answers system can use a linear regression
model [44] to predict the number of best answers considering
the number of answers provided by a user.

Fig. 9 shows the number of questions versus the number
of answers of each user with the trend line. We can see that
some users ask many questions but answer few answers (up
left part) while some users answer many questions and post
few questions (bottom right part). The number of questions
starts from a high value when the number of answers is small,
and it decreases as the number of answers increases. Then,
at the point round x = 80, the number of questions starts to
increase. This trend is similar to the trend in our previous OSN
study. It means that the ratio of the number of questions to
the number of answers (outdegree-to-indegree ratio) decreases
and then increases. When x ≥ 80, it means that the users are
actively involved in the answering activity and we consider
these users as active answerers. For these active answerers,
the increasing trend line means that a user being more active
in the answering activity also tends to be more active in the
asking activity. When x < 80, it means that the users are
less actively involved in answering activity and we consider
them as inactive answerers. For these inactive answerers, some
very inactive answerers ask many questions while some rela-
tively more active answerers ask few questions, which leads
to a decreasing trend line. The outdegree-to-indegree ratio can
reflect if a user is more willing to answer questions than to ask
questions. Nodes with lower ratios are more selfless nodes who
answered more questions than the number of questions they
asked, while nodes with higher ratios are more selfish nodes
who answered fewer questions than the number of questions
they asked. In our previous OSN study, the average outdegree-
to-indegree ratio equals 0.437. In our Q/A dataset, except 37%

of users that provide no answers, the average ratio of other
users is 0.42, which is very close to the previous result of
0.437. This result indicates that a striking difference of Q/A
dataset from OSN dataset is that Q/A dataset has a very large
portion of users that provide no answers.

Our Q/A study shows that only about 6% of users have
outdegree-to-indegree ratios less than 0.01 versus 23.1% in
our previous OSN study. These users are selfless contributors
who give much more answers than questions. We call them
helpers. Also, our Q/A study shows that 37.6% of users have
the ratios larger than 100 versus 13.6% in our previous study.
These are selfish users who barely provide answers but ask
many questions. The result discrepancy is caused by the fact
that Q/A dataset covers normal users while the OSN dataset
covers the top contributors and their related users. Comparing
the results, we see that the OSN dataset includes more selfless
users and fewer selfish users than the Q/A dataset. This is
reasonable since the top-contributors-related users in the OSN
of Yahoo! Answers are relatively active nodes that are more
likely to be selfless than selfish compared to the normal user
group. This observation also implies that the participants of
the OSN of Yahoo! Answers are much more helpful to the
Yahoo! Answers community than other nodes. Hence, it is
important for the Yahoo! Answers system to incentivize users
to join in the OSN of Yahoo! Answers and make contribution
by answering questions constantly.

We further analyze the characteristics of user behavior
among those who have not given any answers. The average
number of questions they asked is 1.69 and 64% of them
have exactly one question. This result shows that most of
the users are “one-time users” that visit Yahoo! Answers only
to look for answers of a specific question and never actu-
ally come back. One-time users account for about 23% of
the total population of Q/A dataset. This number is strik-
ingly large, although Yahoo! Answers has taken steps such
as offering points to encourage users to answer questions.
Users with large outdegree-to-indegree ratios (including one-
time users) are considered to be the knowledge consumers in
the Yahoo! Answers system, which consist of a large por-
tion of overall population in Yahoo! Answers. Thus, how
to encourage these knowledge consumers to become knowl-
edge contributors and how to incentivize one-time users to
join in the OSN of Yahoo! Answers as regular Yahoo!
Answers users are critical challenges faced by Yahoo! Answers
currently.

B. Behavior and Knowledge Base of Users

We study the knowledge base of users by examining
their knowledge categories. Our previous OSN study only
derived the knowledge category information from the pro-
files of top contributors and their related users. From the
Q/A dataset, we use the general knowledge categories and
detail knowledge categories from all questions a user asked
or answered to denote this user’s interested general knowl-
edge categories and detail knowledge categories. Thus, this
paper analyzes the real interests from users actual Q/A behav-
iors instead of those indicated in their profiles. In addition to
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Fig. 10. CCDF of knowledge categories.

giving more accurate analysis, this paper can also verify if
the interests in user profiles can accurately reflect their real
interests.

Fig. 10 shows the CCDF of the number of general knowl-
edge categories and detailed knowledge categories. We can
see that about 60% of users have only one detailed knowl-
edge category and about 70% of users have only one general
knowledge category. We further explored the reasons for this
phenomenon and found that most of these users have only one
question and no answers; that is, they are one-time knowledge
consumers. The number of either general knowledge cate-
gories or detailed knowledge categories of a user can be as
large as 15. In our previous OSN study, the maximum number
of knowledge categories of a user is 4, and only about 42%
of users have only one general knowledge category and one
detailed knowledge category. The differences are mainly due
to three reasons. First, our Q/A dataset includes normal users
that have more scattered interests while our previous OSN
dataset only contains top contributors and their related users,
who are supposed to be more focused in only a few knowl-
edge categories. Second, a user may ask or answer questions
in knowledge categories beyond those listed in their profiles,
leading to more scattered interests. Third, a large portion of
one-time users in Q/A dataset is the reason for the larger per-
cent of users having only one detailed knowledge category and
one general knowledge category. The differences between the
results of two datasets indicate that the knowledge categories
of top contributors and their related users cannot represent
the knowledge categories of normal users, and the knowledge
categories from user profiles cannot accurately represent their
real interests.

C. Relationship Between Knowledge Categories

We then examine the relationship between knowledge cat-
egories of users. We expect to study the clustering features
of categories that are more likely to coexist in a user’s inter-
ested knowledge categories. To achieve this, we assigned close
numerical IDs to the detailed knowledge categories in the same
general knowledge category. For example, the detailed knowl-
edge categories in the “Arts & Humanities” general knowledge
category are given consecutive IDs from ID 27 to 36. Then,
we generate a matrix A[i][j], where i and j indices are the
IDs in sequence. If two detailed knowledge categories with
IDs i and j coexist in a user’s detailed knowledge cate-
gories, the value of A[i][j] is increased by 1, which finally
is used as the radius of the point to be plotted in a figure.

Fig. 11(a) shows the relationship between detailed knowl-
edge categories represented by the points of A[i][j] and the
point radius equals A[i][j]. A larger radius means that the
detailed knowledge categories i and j have a higher proba-
bility to coexist in a user’s detailed knowledge categories. We
see that the detailed knowledge categories are highly clus-
tered and many clustered detailed knowledge categories are
in the same general knowledge category as they have con-
secutive IDs. This means that if a user is interested in one
detailed knowledge category, then the user has a high prob-
ability to be interested in its correlated detailed knowledge
categories. Also, a node is very likely to be interested in
multiple detailed knowledge categories in the same general
knowledge category. The blank parts in the figure includ-
ing the ID ranges in [10, 150], [200, 340], [420, 600], and
[700, 750] mean that the detailed knowledge categories with
these IDs are very unlikely to coexist with each other. These
ranges are the subset of the ranges of the blank parts in our
previous OSN study that only considered the knowledge cat-
egories in the profiles of top contributors and related users.
This means a detailed knowledge category has a higher prob-
ability to coexist with another detailed knowledge category in
the Q/A dataset than in the OSN dataset or a user tends to
have more detailed knowledge categories in the Q/A dataset
than in the OSN dataset. The result indicates that the detailed
knowledge categories that users are actually involved in Q/A
activities are more than those indicated in the profiles of top
contributors and their related users. Also, there are more clus-
ters in Fig. 11(a) than in the OSN study. Since this paper
covers a large scope of normal users and uses the detailed
knowledge categories from actual Q/A activities, which are
more scattered and comprehensive, it shows more clustered
detailed knowledge categories and fewer uncorrelated detailed
knowledge categories, thus presenting more accurate char-
acteristics of the relationship between detailed knowledge
categories.

We then map the matrix of detailed knowledge cate-
gories to the matrix of general knowledge categories; that is,
B[x][y|]+ = A[i][j], where x and y are the general knowl-
edge categories of detailed knowledge categories i and j,
respectively. Fig. 11(b) plots the general knowledge category
matrix with B[x][y] as the point radius to show the rela-
tionship between general knowledge categories. The clustered
general knowledge categories are correlated knowledge cat-
egories. For example, we found that many users who are
interested in Health are also interested in Sports due to their
correlation but are rarely interested in Games & Recreation.
Unlike the figure in the OSN study that shows many big
points in the diagonal line, Fig. 11(b) shows fewer points
in the diagonal line. Fig. 11(b) also has more points in
the upper-right part. The differences indicate that the pro-
files of top contributors and their related users mainly focus
on detailed knowledge categories in one general knowledge
category, while normal users are likely to be interested in
multiple general knowledge categories in their Q/A activities.
For example, the point of (1, 19) in the figure means many
users are interested in both Arts & Humanities and Politics &
Government.
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Fig. 11. Correlation between detailed knowledge categories and between
general knowledge categories. (a) Detailed knowledge categories. (b) General
knowledge categories.

D. Question and Answer Characteristics

The actual user Q/A behavior is a good indicator for the
overall characteristics of each general knowledge category
in Yahoo! Answers. A better understanding of the various
characteristics of each general knowledge category enables
Yahoo! Answers to make more suitable rules to govern dif-
ferent categories, e.g., stricter rules should be made toward
those categories that are controversial. We define question
length, thread length and answer length as the number of
words in a question, the number of answerers for a ques-
tion, and the number of words in an answer, respectively. We
then analyze the Q/A behaviors from the perspective of ques-
tion and answer characteristics to characterize different general
knowledge categories.

Fig. 12(a) is a scatter plot of the average thread length ver-
sus the average question length of each general knowledge
category. We observe that the bottom four general knowl-
edge categories including Science & Mathematics, Consumer
Electronics, Games & Recreation, and Local Business have
the least number of answers (with the average below 3). In
Mathematics & Science, most questions are factual questions
with definite answers. For example, the question “What is the
algebraic expression for 12 fewer than x?” has only one correct
answer and normally people will not have different opinions
on the answer. In consumer electronics, a large portion of the
questions are about the factual issues in computers, which can
be answered easily and will not lead to further discussion.
For example, for the question “How do I plug my blackberry
into the computer?” the answer is simply “using a USB cable.”
Similarly, the Games & Recreation category is filled with ques-
tions that puzzle the askers when they are playing games and
a single answer should be enough to help them.

The three general knowledge categories with the longest
thread length are Pregnancy & Parenting, Society & Culture,

Fig. 12. Relationship between question length, answer length, and thread
length of each general knowledge category. (a) Question length and
thread length of each general knowledge category. (b) Answer length and
thread length of each general knowledge category.

and Sports. They mainly involve nonfactual questions, and
users tend to have discussions due to different opinions.
Pregnancy & Parenting involves many opinion and experi-
ence questions, which attract many answers. Society & Culture
is rich of content and multivalued in nature, so its questions
involve a lot discussion and disagreement. As to Sports, dif-
ferent people have different opinions and are easily to have
arguments on questions such as “Who is the best player?”
and “Which team is the best?” For example, “What was
the greatest sports feat ever accomplished?” has attracted
over five thousand users in discussion. The figure also shows
that the average question length is the highest in Politics &
Government, because its questions usually need more words
to describe such as “If the USA used their military budget
on internal improvements, would it help the citizens more or
less?” In contract, Health has most concise questions such as
“What causes goosebumps?” and “how to get rid of pimples?”

Fig. 12(b) is a scatter plot of the average thread length ver-
sus the average answer length. As we can see, the answers
in Games & Recreation have the least answer lengths and
have comparatively short thread lengths. We further divided
the questions in this category into two kinds: 1) factual and
2) nonfactual. An example of factual questions is “When is the
PS4 coming out?” and one answer is simply “Holidays 2013.”
An example for nonfactual questions is “What game should I
play next?” with a few answers such as “Saints Row 3” and
“Gears of War.” We observe that the factual questions need
only a few words to answer, and they occupy the majority
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of this category. Social Science, Arts & Humanities, Health,
Science & Mathematics are among the categories with most
verbose answers since these categories need long answers to
explain clearly. For example, two of the four answers for the
question “Age is just a number?” have hundreds of words.

An intriguing observation is that though pets has relatively
low question length, it has long answer length and thread
length. As pets involves more nonfactual questions seeking
for opinions and experiences such as “How can I dry my dog
after I have washed her?” there are quite a few answers and
the answers tend to be long. As the pets category functions
like a discussion board, its questions receive many answers.

E. Summary

We summarize our observations in our analysis of knowl-
edge distribution and user behavior in this section.

1) In Yahoo! Answers, majority of answers and best
answers (80%) are contributed by a small portion (10%)
of the users. There is a strong correlation between the
best answers and all answers of a user, with 0.906
Pearson correlation coefficient. About 37% of the users
(including 23% one-time users) do not provide any
answers, and the average number of their questions
they have asked is under 2. About 6% of users (i.e.,
helpers) answer much more questions than they asked
(Section V-A).

2) Although most users have only one knowledge category
(around 60% for detailed knowledge categories and 70%
for general knowledge categories), the number of general
knowledge categories or detailed knowledge categories
of a user can be as large as 15. Most users are just
one-time knowledge consumers (Section V-B).

3) The knowledge categories that users are actually
involved in Q/A activity are more than those indicated
in the profiles of top contributors and their related
users. Both general knowledge categories and detailed
knowledge categories belonging to the same general
knowledge category of the users are highly clustered
(Section V-C).

4) Factual questions tend to have fewer answers and
nonfactual questions tend to have more answers.
Controversial and opinion-seeking knowledge cate-
gories have more answers and longer answer lengths
(Section V-D).

VI. DISCUSSION ON YAHOO! ANSWERS IMPROVEMENT

As we have mentioned, Q&A system suffer from a very
high latency before a question is answered. A major reason
for this is that even with a large base of registered users, a large
portion of them do not provide any answer. We can categorize
these inactive users into two kinds: 1) one-time users who reg-
ister, ask a question and never come back and 2) knowledge
consumers who are only willing to ask questions but reluc-
tant to give any answers. Therefore, Yahoo! Answers currently
faces the challenges of encouraging knowledge consumers to
become knowledge contributors, incentivizing users to answer
more questions and incentivizing one-time users to be regular

Yahoo! Answers users. Providing satisfactory quality of ser-
vice to users, especially at the first time when they use Yahoo!
Answers, is extremely important for keeping users. Latency of
answer provision, quality/trustworthiness of the answers, and
answer provision guarantee are main factors that determine the
quality of service. We present several methods to leverage our
analytical results to improve the Yahoo! Answers system.

A. Incentives for Answering Behaviors

It is important to make users feel more involved and
attached to the Yahoo! Answers community, which make them
play a better role in the community. Currently, the Yahoo!
Answers system provides the point credit incentives, in which
users gain points by answering questions and lose points
when asking questions. To enhance the effectiveness of incen-
tives, we can explore other methods. First, allowing users to
exchange points for goods such as magazine subscriptions,
games, music, and movies may further incentivize them to
share their knowledge for economic awards. Second, we can
use a reputation system that evaluates each user’s reputation
based on the outdegree-to-indegree ratio (which is used in our
analysis). Then, users will try to provide more answers to
increase their reputations. Third, motivated by our reciprocity
analysis, we can create a list for each user indicating all other
users that have been involved in Q/A activities with the user
and their contributions to the user and the user’s contributions
to them. This method may stimulate the answering activities
from users due to reciprocity.

B. Question Forwarding

Our previous results show that users who have answered
more questions tend to contribute more answers, and these
users are considered as unselfish, knowledgeable, and active
users in Yahoo! Answers. Yahoo! Answers can proactively
forward a question to the top contributors in the knowledge
categories of the question. Since the OSN of Yahoo! Answers
can reflect Q/A activity to a certain extent, it can be further
leveraged in potential answerer selection to forward questions
so that the asker can be more satisfied with and trust the
offered answers. Specifically, in the potential answerer selec-
tion, we consider the candidate’s OSN contact-fan relationship
with the asker, and the similarities of the candidate’s knowl-
edge categories to the question and to the asker’s knowledge
categories. As the OSN of Yahoo! Answers cannot very accu-
rately reflect Q/A activity, the actual Q/A interactions between
candidates and the asker should be additionally considered.
Finally, the selected potential answerers should have high
probabilities to provide satisfactory answers. As knowledge
categories have a clustering characteristic, to more precisely
calculate the similarity of the knowledge categories, the knowl-
edge category correlation degrees can be used as weights in
the similarity calculation.

C. Use of Experts

Yahoo! Answers can also hire experts in the knowledge cat-
egory fields to guarantee the quality of the answers and reduce
the latency of the answer provision.
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D. OSN Interest/Link Recommendations

We found that real knowledge categories of users are more
scattered than those indicated in their profiles [45], [46]. This
may be due to the reasons that a user did not comprehen-
sively select interests in their profile or the user does not
keep them updated. Recall that some knowledge categories
are closely correlated. Thus, when a user selects an inter-
est, Yahoo! Answers can recommend its correlated interests
to the user. When Yahoo! Answers notices that a user more
frequently asks or answers questions in a knowledge category
not in his/her profile, Yahoo! Answers can recommend the
user to add this knowledge category, along with its correlated
knowledge categories. Yahoo! Answers can proactively notify
a user his/her frequent answerer and suggests him/her to build
an OSN link to the answerer. In this way, OSN can more
accurately reflect Q/A activity, which in turn helps forward
questions to better potential answerers.

E. Leveraging Category Clustering Feature

This paper shows both general knowledge categories and
detailed knowledge categories belonging to the same general
knowledge category of the users are highly clustered. That is,
if a user is interested in a detailed knowledge category (e.g.,
Theater & Acting in Arts & Humanities), then the user is
very likely to be interested in the correlated detailed knowl-
edge categories in the same general knowledge category (e.g.,
performing arts in Arts & Humanities). If a user is interested
in a general knowledge category (e.g., Sports), that user is
very likely to be interested in the correlated general knowl-
edge categories (e.g., Health). Thus, when a user is browsing
questions and answers in a category, the Yahoo! Answers sys-
tem can recommend relevant questions in correlated detailed
knowledge categories and general knowledge categories to the
user which is very likely to be interesting to the user. This
function is like the function in YouTube that shows relevant
videos of the video a user is watching. It makes it easy and
convenient for users to find their interested topics without the
need to search in a large number of categories.

F. Encouraging High-Quality Questions

In current Yahoo! Answers, users will lose points by asking
questions. However, since a key part of Yahoo! Answers is
questions that users may browse, Yahoo! Answers questions
are indexed by search engines, and the question quality affects
answer quality [47], we should not only encourage asking
behaviors, but also incentivize users to ask high-quality ques-
tions. There were generally no significant correlations between
answer quality and answer speed across all question types [48].
We propose to decide the points to be gained or lost by a user
after his/her question is answered and closed. By that time,
the quality of the question can be inferred from the num-
ber of answers, number of views, quality of answers and so
on [49]. The quality of the question then determines whether
to increase or decrease points and how many points should be
increased or decreased.

G. Spam Detection

Since everyone can post answers, the Yahoo! Answers web-
site can be easily exploited by users for their own benefits.
Spammers could post fake questions and answers that are
actually advertisements. For example:

Q: what is the capital of Mexico?
A: for a free apple iphone, go to www.thisisaspamsite.com.
Since questions in Yahoo! Answers rank high in search

engines, this spamming behavior is quite profitable. Current
spam reporting system in Yahoo! Answers can deal with this
problem to a certain extent, but the latency after spam posting
and before its removal is high. Since this paper shows that the
number of best answers of a user has a very high correlation
with the number of total number of answers of the user, and
spam answers barely have chances to be selected as the best
answer, we can build a regression model on the number of
answers and the number of best answers. In this way, we can
find the outliers who are most likely to be spammers.

H. Ranking Answers

Spam reduces the trustworthiness of answers in Yahoo!
Answers [50]. For example, for the question “What’s wrong
with me that I seem not able to digest anything,” “Our product
can solve your problem in a minute” is a spam that will attract
askers to click on its associated link. It is desirable to present
answers with trust scores in the descending order of the scores.
To evaluate the trust scores, we can consider the following:
1) the expertise, experience (reflected in the number of best
answers and answers) and interested knowledge categories of
the answerer; 2) the similarity of interested knowledge cat-
egories and OSN connection between the answerer and the
asker; and 3) the Q/A interactions between the answerer and
the asker.

I. Use of Videos and Pictures

As user-generated-contents are increasingly popular and a
picture is worth a thousand words, videos and pictures can
be used for knowledge categories that have long question
lengths or answer lengths to improve user experience [51].
For example, an answerer can simply use a video to answer
“How can I dry my dog after I have washed her?” to avoid
tedious typing and make the answer easy to follow. To this
end, the Yahoo! Answers system can provide relevant pic-
ture options for users to choose from when posting contents.
However, this approach also brings some problems such as
picture/video spams and much higher network traffic. We will
explore methods to handle these problems in our future work.

VII. CONCLUSION

Understanding the Q/A activities of users in Yahoo!
Answers is crucial to improving the quality of service of the
system. Our previous study on the OSN of Yahoo! Answers
discloses the characteristics of Q/A activities based on the pro-
files of top contributors and their related users. In order to
investigate the actual Q/A activities of users over an unbiased
scope of normal users, we studied over 1.6 million questions
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crawled from Yahoo! Answers. We built a Q/A network that
connects askers to their answerers. We found that the Q/A
network resembles the OSN of Yahoo! Answers network in
terms of the distribution of node degree and low link sym-
metry. We found that the majority of answers are answered
by the top 10% of users, which is consistent with our pre-
vious finding. We also found that around 37% of users have
provided no answers, and the average number of questions
of a user who has given no answers is barely larger than 1.
Also, the knowledge categories from user OSN profiles can-
not completely represent their real knowledge categories and
the knowledge categories from top-contributor-related users
cannot represent those of normal users. Furthermore, normal
users have more scattered interested knowledge categories than
top-contributor-related users. Also, there is a high correlation
between the number of best answers and the number of all
answers, which can be leveraged to detect spam users. We
further analyzed the characteristics of answers and questions
in different knowledge categories. By exploring the overall
characteristics of each general knowledge category in Yahoo!
Answers, we found that the factual questions tend to have less
number of answers and Pregnancy & Parenting, Society &
Culture, and Sports are the three categories that have the most
verbose answers. Our study in this paper offers an in-depth
understanding of actual Q/A activities of users and provides
an insight of the relationship between the OSN of Yahoo!
Answers and user actual Q/A activities. It serves as a basis
for the performance enhancement on Yahoo! Answers such as
reducing one-time users, providing answering incentives and
offering quality scores of answers for askers to selectively read
answers. The implementation of these approaches leaves as our
future work.
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